Abstract This paper is related to the method of adding a emotional speech corpus to a high-quality large corpus based speech synthesizer, and generating various synthesized speech. We made the emotional speech corpus as a form which can be used in waveform concatenated speech synthesizer, and have implemented the speech synthesizer that can be generated various synthesized speech through the same synthetic unit selection process of normal speech synthesizer. We used a markup language for emotional input text. Emotional speech is generated when the input text is matched as much as the length of intonation phrase in emotional speech corpus, but in the other case normal speech is generated. The BIs(Break Index) of emotional speech is more irregular than normal speech. Therefore, it becomes difficult to use the BIs generated in a synthesizer as it is. In order to solve this problem we applied the Variable Break[3] modeling. We used the Japanese speech synthesizer for experiment. As a result we obtained the natural emotional synthesized speech using the break prediction module for normal speech synthesize.
서론
[ [ Table 3 ] Break Indices used in this paper.
실험에서 사용한 일본어는 억양구마다 피치의 변화 범 위(pitch range)가 달라지고, 억양구의 끝에서는 피치가 변하는 몇 가지 패턴이 나타나는데 이러한 것을
BPMs(boundary pitch movements) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Emotional Text   2  Fixed  2  8  Variable  2, 3  8, 9   3  Fixed  3  9  Variable 2, 3, 4 8, 9
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